Linearized kinetic model of Listeria monocytogenes biofilm growth.
In this study the dynamics of biofilm formation on aluminum has been investigated. The process of cell growth has been observed using fluorescence microscopy. It has been confirmed that the process of biofilm formation can be represented as a sum of two separate processes: cell adhesion and colony proliferation. The derived set of equations describes kinetics of surface population growth and characteristic times for adsorption and combined growth processes, including characteristic time for the nutrient supply depletion. All equations contain variables based on the fundamental characteristics of bacterial population and can be easily determined from the experimental data or estimated theoretically. The developed theoretical model allows obtaining realistic values for population growth time and characteristic time for nutrient limitation occurrence during the biofilm development. Resulting equations qualitatively describe the biofilm formation process, and allow predicting microbial kinetics in the batch reactor system and determining critical values of the process parameters.